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Blockchain-Enabled Authenticated Key Agreement
Scheme for Mobile Vehicles-Assisted Precision

Agricultural IoT Networks
Anusha Vangala , Ashok Kumar Das , Senior Member, IEEE, Ankush Mitra, Sajal K. Das , Fellow, IEEE,

and Youngho Park , Member, IEEE

Abstract— Precision farming has a positive potential in the
agricultural industry regarding water conservation, increased
productivity, better development of rural areas, and increased
income. Blockchain technology is a better alternative for storing
and sharing farm data as it is reliable, transparent, immutable,
and decentralized. Remote monitoring of an agricultural field
requires security systems to ensure that any sensitive infor-
mation is exchanged only among authenticated entities in the
network. To this end, we design an efficient blockchain-enabled
authenticated key agreement scheme for mobile vehicles-assisted
precision agricultural Internet of Things (IoT) networks called
AgroMobi Block. The limited existing work on authentication in
agricultural networks shows passive usage of blockchains with
very high costs. AgroMobi Block proposes a novel idea using
the elliptic curve operations on an active hybrid blockchain over
mobile farming vehicles with low computation and communica-
tion costs. Formal and informal security analysis along with the
formal security verification using the Automated Validation of
Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) software
tool have shown the robustness of AgroMobi Block against
man-in-the-middle, impersonation, replay, physical capture, and
ephemeral secret leakage attacks among other potential attacks.
The blockchain-based simulation on large-scale nodes shows the
computational time for an increase in the network and block sizes.
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Moreover, the real-time testbed experiments have been performed
to show the practical usefulness of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms— Intelligent precision agriculture, Internet of
Things (IoT), mobile vehicles, blockchain, authentication and key
agreement, security, simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE sustainability of humankind is highly dependent
on the prosperity of the food and agriculture industry.

According to World Population Prospects, 2019 [1], the
population will rise globally to 8.5 million by 2030, 9.7 bil-
lion by 2050, and 10.9 billion by 2100. The growth of the
population increases the demands on the food industry. The
pandemics, disasters, and natural/human-induced calamities
directly affect the amount of food produce available to the
general population. Along with the quantity of production,
the quality of produce plays a vital role in the general health
of the public. Ramakumar [2] studied the effect of the
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic on the agriculture
sector worldwide, specifically in India. This study shows that
the lack of labor for fieldwork during the lock-down imposed
in 2020 resulted in the reduction of total arrival of crops into
the agricultural market by 55.6% for wheat, 26.9% for gram,
25.9% for mango, 40.2% for barley of the respective crop
amount compared to the produce in 2019.

A remote monitoring system uses sensing and automation
technologies to supervise an IoT-based agriculture field. It has
a great relevance during the work-from-home culture of the
pandemic. Remote monitoring systems transmit data related
to soil condition, crops, effect of used chemicals on the crops,
quantity of yield, quality of yield, and time of yield. These
data affect the price of the yield received by the stakeholders.
However, remote monitoring systems are highly vulnerable to
several cyberattacks from unauthorized parties leading to loss
of confidentiality, integrity, and data availability.

The farming data from a country’s numerous
states/provinces creates a huge volume of data that becomes
a national or global food security concern. Such data is
significant in an economic, natural, or human-induced crisis,
such as COVID-19 pandemic [3], [4], and political wars [5],
[6]. These situations affect a country’s economy by forcing
its government to increase or decrease imports and exports as
the need arises. When the national farming data is available
to unauthorized entities, such as hostile/rival governments
or extremist/radical groups, they are prone to bio-wars
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that deliberately target the country’s fundamental national
resource. Hence, there must be proper security protocols
to prevent untrusted parties from accessing data circulating
in a remote farm monitoring system. Widespread adoption
of remote monitoring systems is possible only when they
guarantee security against attacks. Authentication schemes
for remotely monitored environments ensure that sensitive
information is exchanged only between authenticated parties.
A secure remote monitoring system needs to protect the data
in transmission and storage from misuse. Such protection of
data increases trust in the data. Thus, secure, trusted data
promotes informed decision-making to ward off social issues
like food crises, low production, and bio-war.

The transfer of sensor data from a farm to a central
storage and processing unit is a core aspect of a smart
farming system. Authentication ensures that data is collected
only from reliable sources and delivered only to trustworthy
entities. This high-level problem statement is fractionalized
into the following low-level challenges: a) Sensors must verify
themselves securely to an entity requesting their data before
establishing an encryption/decryption key in every session,
b) Any entity communicating with the sensor must verify its
authenticity in every session, and c) Any entity that holds or
transmits the sensor data either temporarily or permanently
in either encrypted on unencrypted format must authenticate
itself before obtaining access to the data. A secret key to
encrypt the data transmission must be agreed upon in every
session. An attacker is capable of man-in-the-middle (MiTM),
impersonation, privileged insider, replay, ephemeral secret
leakage (ESL), denial of service (DoS), and physical capture
attacks, which are considered to test the designed scheme in
this work.

Blockchain technology is essentially a ledger that stores
information significant to an application. The necessity and
challenges of blockchain in precision agriculture along with
the relevant use cases in extensive detail were provided in [7].
Specifically, in precision agriculture, blockchain can be used
to record data, verify properties, track and monitor movables,
link products to tags or codes, and share information about
agri-products. Moreover, a tool was suggested in [8] to
evaluate the need for blockchain in smart farming and choose
the type of blockchain based on several criteria.

An active blockchain stores and retrieves both data and
secret credentials simultaneously without the deployment of
smart contracts, while the registration and authentication are
in progress. The transaction contents in a block from an
active blockchain have secret credentials that are required
to execute the cryptographic operations in the authentication.
Without these credentials, the authentication process would
be unable to execute all its steps, and it will lead to a failed
authentication. An inactive or passive blockchain is accessed
independently of authentication. It does not affect the outcome
of authentication between the entities. The full potential of a
passive blockchain is not harnessed as its use is limited to one
phase and stores either credentials or data but not both.

Most existing authentication schemes in smart agricul-
ture [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] do not use
blockchain technology. The scheme in [16] uses the blockchain

technology, but it is inefficient due to its high cost. The
schemes proposed in [17] and [18] are relatively efficient.
However, all these use the blockchain passively only to store
the data from the sensing equipment in the IoT networks. Thus,
the blockchain does not play any role during the authentica-
tion process. Moreover, no existing works have attempted to
use the active blockchain alongside elliptic curve operations.
None of the schemes have used agricultural vehicles in their
model. Thus, no current schemes have considered using elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) together with mobile vehicles and
hybrid blockchain to achieve mutual authentication in smart
agriculture.

A smart agriculture environment uses several vehicles such
as tractors, harvesters, farm trucks, bale handlers, balers, crop
sprayers, front-end loaders, lawn mowers, rollers, cultivators,
harrows, subsoilers, seed drills, land imprinter, stone picker,
manure spreader/honey wagon, tree shaker, swather, and sev-
eral other machines. These machines may be manually driven
or operated autonomously. The idea for this work stems from
the fact that vehicles intrinsic to the farming process should
be put to good use for secure data transmission in a smart
farm. The role of blockchain in the current work is to store
secret credentials for authentication along with sensor data.
Only part of the data collected in smart agriculture needs to
be encrypted while the rest of the data resides unencrypted.
Therefore, hybrid blockchain is most appropriate for smart
agriculture [17]. Each block in the proposed hybrid blockchain
consists of partly encrypted transactions to store credentials or
fully encrypted transactions to store sensor data. It is well-
known that ECC supports design of lightweight schemes.
Hence, ECC involving hybrid blockchain over fog servers with
mobile vehicles as data collectors has a valuable potential to
achieve mutual authentication in smart agriculture.

The novel contribution of the blockchain part in the pro-
posed scheme lies in the increased potential use of blockchain
in multiple phases to store data and credentials together.
Access to the blockchain is inevitable during authentication
as it holds critical credentials from registration. It has the
advantage of avoiding the privileged-insider attack, which is
an essential attack in any authenticated key agreement scheme.
In addition, the blockchain is also used for storing sensor data
rather than storing it in semi-trusted cloud servers. If we keep
the data in semi-trusted cloud servers, there are possibilities
of data poisoning attacks that are very crucial concerns, and
they may cause a significant factor for the businesses and
organizations for both financial terms as well as damaging
their reputations when the Big data analytics are performed
on the analyzed data which becomes corrupted [19].

The novel contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• The blockchain is leveraged to its full potential by

using it in multiple phases. Specifically, we propose
a new blockchain-enabled authenticated key agreement
scheme for mobile vehicles-assisted precision agricultural
IoT networks, called AgroMobi Block, which makes
use of an active consortium blockchain. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use an
active blockchain alongside elliptic curve operations in
smart farming.
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• The proposed scheme leverages vehicular farming sys-
tems during the authentication process, which has not
been explored in the existing farming applications.

• A real-time implementation using testbed setup gives
the step-wise execution time of each phase of
AgroMobi Block. In addition, the blockchain simulation
observes that the consensus time has a significant increase
with the number of nodes and a small increase with
the number of transactions. Increasing the number of
transactions per block increases the throughput, but it
reduces the service time of the blockchain as well.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work while the system models are intro-
duced in Section III. The proposed scheme (AgroMobi Block)
is presented in Section IV. The security analysis related to
AgroMobi Block is provided in Section V, while the for-
mal security verification is given in Section VI. Section VII
provides a comparative analysis of AgroMobi Block with
other relevant existing schemes. In Section VIII, we supply
the real-time implementation of the proposed model with
testbed experiments, and Section IX provides a blockchain
implementation of AgroMobi Block. Finally, Section X offers
concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

We provide a review on authentication schemes in smart
agriculture and other relevant schemes in smart networks.

A. Review of Existing Authentication Schemes

1) Authentication in IoT-Based Smart Agriculture Networks:
Except for the work in [16], no other literature reviewed
here relies on blockchain technology. The earliest work in [9]
proposed a user authentication scheme for monitoring an
agricultural wireless sensor network using hash functions
and symmetric cryptography. It is resistant to replay attacks,
deployment of malicious devices, and device capture attacks.
This work is enhanced in [10] to add untraceability and user
anonymity by allowing the security parameters to be dynamic
instead of static. In addition, it enables perfect forward secrecy
and adds resistance to distributed Denial-of-Service (DoS),
privileged insider, ephemeral secret leakage (ESL), and user
impersonation attacks.

In [11], the authors proposed an authentication scheme
for a user to access devices internal to a glasshouse via
external devices using advertisement. The internal devices can
authenticate both external devices and users. This scheme can
only resist brute force and dictionary attacks, which are trivial
in smart farming, and does not use blockchain technology.
The authors in [12] use the “Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP)” [20] to develop an authentication framework while
the authors in [13] uses the “project open software platform
for service innovation in a value added network for agri-
culture (ODiL)” platform on “Open Authorization (OAuth)”
framework with “radio-frequency identification (RFID)” to
poll credentials.

More recent works that are conceptually close to our
proposed system are the ECC-based scheme [15] and the
blockchain-based scheme [16]. However, the former scheme
lacks anonymity, untraceability, and dynamic node addition;

while the latter is vulnerable to ESL and offline guessing
attacks, and is also costly due to the usage of bilinear pairings.

In the survey [21], the use of blockchain for providing
authentication in agricultural IoT networks has been explored.
In another survey [22], the existing works are studied that ful-
fill various security objectives in smart agriculture, especially
authentication, without the use of blockchain. Both surveys
conclude that existing protocols are insufficient for achieving
the required security requirements. The work in [17] is based
on an authentication scheme for smart agriculture using a
hybrid blockchain with smart contracts. Another work in [18]
uses the private blockchain in an agricultural environment in
conjunction with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). However,
it can store only classified data specific to a part of the
stakeholder community. None of these works use the concept
of an active blockchain or the use of mobile agricultural
vehicles.

2) Authentication in Generalized IoT-Based Smart Net-
works: We review some recent authentication and key agree-
ment schemes from diverse use cases that may be used in
smart farming. First, we discuss those schemes that do not
use blockchain. The RSA-based scheme [23] is costly, and it
does not provide anonymity or untraceability, and is vulnerable
to various attacks (e.g., DoS, offline guessing, ESL, and
impersonation attacks) with no support for blockchain tech-
nology. The Rabin cryptosystem-based scheme [24] provides
anonymity and untraceability, but it is not resistant to such
attacks as stolen smart card, stolen mobile device, privileged
insider, ESL, and offline password guessing attacks, with
high communication cost. The scheme in [25] uses one-way
hash chains, but it does not support anonymity, untraceability,
and addition of nodes dynamically. It is also vulnerable to
ESL, offline guessing, stolen smart card or mobile device,
impersonation, and privileged insider attacks.

We now discuss some blockchain-based schemes in diverse
applications. The ECC-based method in [26] has an average
computational performance and low communication cost, but
it lacks anonymity, untraceability and dynamic node addition,
and it is also exposed to stolen smart card, stolen mobile
device, DoS, privileged insider, and ESL attacks. The scheme
proposed in [27] applies the bilinear pairings that has a
hefty computation cost with no anonymity, untraceability,
and dynamic node addition. This scheme is also exposed
to various attacks like smart card, stolen mobile device,
ESL, DoS, and offline guessing attacks. Another ECC-based
approach [28] has reasonable computational and communica-
tion costs. However, it is vulnerable to stolen mobile device,
ESL, privileged insider, DoS, and offline guessing attacks, and
it does not support any dynamic node addition. The ECC-
based schemes [29], [30] for healthcare domains are vulnerable
to ESL, privileged insider, DoS, and offline guessing attacks.
However, the scheme in [30] supports anonymity and untrace-
ability features.

3) Dynamic Identity-Based Authentication Schemes:
Among recent blockchain-based dynamic identity (DID)
schemes, the one in [31] is vulnerable to impersonation, ESL,
privileged insider, MiTM, DoS, and offline guessing attacks.
The authors in [32] improved the scheme in [33] to prevent
vulnerabilities to masquerade, password guessing, and stolen
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smart card attacks. However, it is also vulnerable to privileged
insider and DoS attacks, and it does not support dynamic node
addition. In [34], the authors proposed an authentication model
that assesses the risk of every user based on its usage and
this controls access according to its risk behavior. The authors
in [35] proved that the scheme in [36] does not achieve secure
authentication and is vulnerable to ESL attacks.

B. Analysis of Studied Schemes

We analyze the usage of blockchain in the blockchain-based
authentication schemes discussed above. The blockchain
in [16] stores the packets received from the agricultural
equipment. In [26], the authentication results are stored into
the blockchain at the end of the authentication process. The
authors in [17], [18], and [27] store the data from IoT nodes on
the blockchain, whereas the scheme in [29] stores all the mes-
sages exchanged during the authentication over blockchain.
Even though the blockchain in [30] is accessed during authen-
tication (since it uses the blockchain as an alternative form of
“Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)” instead of storing critical
secrets for the authentication process), it does not conform to
the concept of active blockchain. It stores only public keys
of all entities, including the end users on the blockchain, via
a smart contract. In addition, innumerable end users could
make their blockchain large and unmanageable. Thus, these
schemes use passive blockchain, which does not play any role
during the authentication process. The current research aims
to explore blockchain’s usage in storing and retrieving crucial
secrets while the authentication is in progress.

Table I provides a comparative analysis on various “secu-
rity and functionality features” among the proposed scheme
(AgroMobi Block) and other existing schemes in [9], [10],
[11], [15], [16], [23], [24], [25], [26], and [27]. The analysis
reveals the need for the proposed AgroMobi Block as it
achieves more security and functionality features compared
to the existing authentication schemes. Comparing the pro-
posed scheme with the existing ones, it is observed that
AgroMobi Block has the ability to resist ESL attack while
simultaneously achieving anonymity and untraceability proper-
ties for the IoT smart devices, mobile vehicles, and fog servers.
In addition, the active blockchain presented in this work is not
supported by any other relevant schemes without the need for
smart contracts.

III. SYSTEM MODELS

A. Network Model

The proposed scheme is designed for a network model
which is presented in Fig. 1. This architecture applies to many
agricultural fields where each field is divided into disjoint
regions. Hundreds of sensor nodes SN are scattered across
the field to collect environmental readings. Various mobile
vehicles MV are used for farming activities in agricultural
field work as mobile sinks to collect data from the sensors in
that field. The collected data is then sent to the fog computing
layer. Each agricultural region is assigned to a fog server
FS. The fog servers connected to the regions in a single
agricultural field form a fog system to maintain a decentralized

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF SECURITY AND FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES

blockchain that can store and process data required during
the authentication process, along with running a consensus
algorithm. The proposed scheme uses the blockchain actively
during the authentication process for managing critical para-
meters, along with passive data storage from the sensors after
the authentication is completed.

The considered blockchain is a consortium blockchain that
can have two types of blocks: a) AuthCred block, which stores
the credentials needed during the authentication process, and
b) SensorData block, which stores the sensor data received
after encryption with the key established during the key
management process. There are two types of AuthCred blocks,
one is for mobile vehicles and the other is for the fog servers.
For the sensor data to be securely stored in the blockchain,
the first authentication is required between the sensors and the
mobile vehicle. The second authentication is required between
the mobile vehicle and the fog server, which takes credentials
from the blockchain to verify the requesting vehicle. The
sensor data is then forwarded from the sensor to the fog
server via the mobile vehicle and stored on the blockchain.
When the Big Data analytics center (BDAC) requires sensor
data, it needs to send a request to the appropriate fog server,
which retrieves the requested sensor data from the blockchain,
encrypts it with the public key of the cloud storage inside
BDAC, and sends it as a response to BDAC.

B. Threat Model

For a systematic analysis of the required defenses for
the proposed authentication scheme, the standard “Dolev-Yao
(DY) threat model” [37] and the current de facto “Canetti and
Krawczyk’s model (CK-adversary model)” [38] have been
considered as the most appropriate threat models. An adver-
sary A under the DY threat model can perform the following
actions on the network model:
• All communication in public channels among the smart

devices, mobile vehicles, fog servers, and cloud servers is
accessible to A and allows it to seize, remove, modify
and re-transmit existing messages or circulate counterfeit
messages.
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Fig. 1. Blockchain-based mobile vehicles-assisted precision agricultural IoT
network.

• A may impersonate a smart device, mobile vehicle, or fog
server, and carry out tasks on their behalf.
• A may initialize multiple executions of the protocol

simultaneously. Smart devices, mobile vehicles, fog servers,
and cloud servers may take part in any number of such
concurrent executions at the same time.
• The smart devices, mobile vehicles, fog servers, and cloud

servers are honest and stateless, whereas A is stateful.
An adversary A under the CK-adversary threat model can

perform the following actions on the network model:
• A enjoys all the capabilities as in the DY threat model.
• A can extract secret credentials by hijacking session

states during communication among the communicating smart
devices, mobile vehicles, fog servers, and cloud servers.

In addition, we assume that A can physically capture
some smart devices as well as mobile vehicles to extract
secret credentials from their memory using the power analysis
attacks [39] and timing attacks [40]. The fog servers and cloud
servers are assumed to be under a physical locking system as
suggested in [41] and [42]. Thus, it is assumed that A cannot
launch stolen verifier attacks on fog servers and cloud servers
as all secret credentials stored on these servers are placed in
their secure databases.

IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we describe a new blockchain-enabled
authenticated key agreement scheme for mobile
vehicles-assisted precision agricultural IoT networks,
called AgroMobi Block. Various notations that are used in
this phase are provided in Table II with their descriptions.

A. High-Level Protocol Overview

The proposed scheme begins with a one-time registration
of the involved entities of IoT smart devices, mobile vehi-
cles, and fog servers. The registration of the mobile vehicle

TABLE II

NOTATIONS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS

and fog server creates an AuthCred block, which stores the
authentication credentials to be used during the authentication
phase between a mobile vehicle and a fog server (MV FS).
Part of each transaction in such a block is encrypted. There
are two types of AuthCred blocks: 1) one is for storing private
parameters for a fog server and 2) other is for storing private
parameters for a mobile vehicle.

The first phase of authentication between an IoT smart
device and a mobile vehicle (SN MV ) is required between
a sensor node and a mobile vehicle culminating in a session
key agreement where the session key consists of a private
hash from the sensor node and a private hash from the mobile
vehicle. The second phase of authentication between a mobile
vehicle and a fog server (MV FS) retrieves the long-term
secret credentials from the blockchain to verify the requesting
vehicle. A session key is then established, which consists of
a long-term secret from a mobile vehicle encrypted using
an association key, a private hash from the mobile vehicle,
a private hash from the fog server, and a long-term secret
from the fog server encrypted using the association key, and
the Diffie-Hellman type key.

The sensor data is forwarded from the sensors to the fog
server via the mobile vehicle using the established session
keys in the SN MV and MV FS phases. The fog server
creates a transaction out of the received sensor data and a
SensorData block, out of a collection of such transactions.
This block is then added to the single hybrid blockchain.
To achieve the requirements that Basin et al. [43] proposed
for entity authentication, each message includes the temporary
and pseudo-identity of the sender, and the trusted registra-
tion authority (TRA) uniquely carries out the role of trusted
authority.

The blockchain is truly hybrid in the sense that it consists
of two types of blocks: 1) AuthCred block, which contain
the registration credentials needed during the authentication
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed AgroMobi Block.

process, and 2) SensorData block, which contains the sensor
data received securely during the authenticated key manage-
ment process. Each transaction in the AuthCred block consists
of partly encrypted and partly unencrypted contents. Critical
content is first encrypted, combined with unencrypted content,
and a transaction is created from both the unencrypted and
encrypted contents. The transactions in the SensorData block
consist of only unencrypted content inside. Encryption is
applied to the entire transaction, and a collection of such
encrypted transactions are made into blocks. Two different
types of blocks are stored in a single hybrid blockchain, which
reduces the overhead of using separate blockchains for storing
authentication credentials and sensor data. Two different types
of blocks for the separate storage of authentication credentials
and sensor data help in keeping a clear distinction of access
control between the two. Any access to sensor data will not
reveal the authentication credentials used in any session and
vice-versa. Hence, different levels of access control may be
applied to them in the future.

Private channels are established directly between the T R A
and the entities (SN , MV , and FS). There are no private
channels among the entities SN , MV , and FS. These private
channels are used during the registration phase as described
in Section IV-C to send and receive private identities, private
random secrets, and private session key parameters that should
be accessible only to T R A and the registering entity. Public
channels are established separately between the entities SN
and MV , and the entities MV and FS. The messages com-
municated during the authentication process in Section IV-D
and secure data aggregation phase in Section IV-E use these
public channels. A symbolic representation of the proposed
Agri Mobi Block is shown in Fig. 2.

The proposed authentication and key agreement proto-
col (AgroMobi Block) consists of the following phases as
described below in detail.

B. System Initialization Phase

This phase involves the following steps:
Step S1: The Trusted Registration Authority (T R A) selects

a non-singular elliptic curve Eq(κ, μ) : y2 = x3+ κx+ μ
(mod q) over the Galois field G F(q), with a “point at infinity
(zero point)” O, constants κ,μ ∈ Zq = {0, 1, 2, · · · , q − 1}
such that 4κ3 + 27μ2 �= 0 (mod q) is satisfied. The TRA
picks a base point G ∈ Eq(κ, μ) whose order nG as large

as q , that is, nG · G = G +G+ · · · +G (nG times) = O,
the point at infinity or zero point. For all the points A = (xA,
yA), B = (xB , yB) ∈ Eq(κ, μ), the elliptic curve point addition
and elliptic curve point (scalar) multiplication are defined as
follows.

Elliptic Curve Addition: The point C = A + B = (xC , yC )
is determined by xC = (λ2 - x A - xB) (mod q) and yC =
(λ(xA - xC ) - yA) (mod q), where

λ =
{ yB−yA

xB−xA
(mod q), if A �= −B

3x2
A+κ

2yA
(mod q), if A = B

Elliptic Curve Multiplication: Scalar multiplication of an
elliptic curve point A =(x A, yA) with a scalar l denoted as
l.A is defined using repeated additions as l.A = A+A+ · · ·
+A (l times). The number of additions to be performed is
reduced by using point doubling operations.

Step S2: The T R A picks a “collision-resistant one-way
cryptographic hash function”, say H (·) (for instance, “Secure
Hash Standard (SHA-256) hash algorithm may be used).

Step S3: The T R A chooses a private key prT R A in Z∗q =
{1, 2, · · · , q − 1} for itself and computes the public key
PubT R A = prT R A. G, and publishes PubT R A and domain
parameters {Eq(κ, μ), G, H (·)} as public.

C. Registration Phase

The T R A executes this phase to register each entity indi-
vidually through a dedicated registration phase.

1) IoT Smart Device Registration Phase: This phase allows
the T R A to register the IoT Smart Sensor (SN) using secure
channel.

Step SDR1: T R A picks I DS N D , s ∈ Z∗q , RT SS and
computes the pseudo-identity as RI DS N D = H (I DS N D|| s||
RT SS || prT R A) and the temporary identity as T I DS N D =
H (RI DS N D|| s|| prT R A|| RT SS). T R A picks the private key
as prS ∈ Z∗q and the corresponding public key as PubS =
prS ·G.

Step SDR2: T R A pre-loads SN with {(RI DS N D,
T I DS N D), H (·), Eq(κ, μ), G, (prS, PubS)}.

2) Mobile Vehicle Registration Phase: This phase allows
the T R A to register the Mobile Vehicle (MV ) using a secure
channel.

Step MV R1: MV picks its private identity I DM and
forwards it to the T R A via a secure channel. T R A picks a
private random secret m ∈ Z∗q and generates a timestamp for
identity generation in registration RT Sm . T R A then computes
the pseudo-identity RI DM = H (I DM || m|| RT Sm || prT R A)
and the temporary identity T I DM = H (RI DM || m|| prT R A||
RT Sm). T R A sends RI DM , T I DM back to the MV via the
secure channel.

Step MV R2: MV picks its private key as prM and the
corresponding public key as PubM = prM ·G. The mobile
vehicle then publishes PubM as its public key and sends
PubM to T R A via the secure channel.

Step MV R3: T R A generates a private session key parame-
ter for MV as KM = H (RI DM || PubM || prT R A|| I DM ||m).
T R A then associates the MV with its FS by generating an
association key KMVi ,F S j or retrieving the association key
from the blockchain if it already exists. It also generates
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a timestamp T Smc and computes K ∗M = H (KM ||T Smc) ⊕
H (KMVi ,F S j || T I DM || RI DM ||T Smc) that hides the MV ’s
contribution to the session key with FS.

Step MV R4: T R A creates a transaction T xi = �T I DM ,
K ∗M , E PubM (I DM , KMVi ,F S j , RI DM , T Smc)�, signs the trans-
action with SigT xi = EC DS A.sigprT R A (T xi ) using the sig-
nature method sig(·) of the “elliptic curve digital signature
algorithm (ECDSA)” with the private key prT R A and forwards
�T xi , SigT xi � to the fog server FS via a secure channel. The
leader fog server creates AuthCred block with its collected nm

transactions, executes the “Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
(PBFT)” described in [44] (see Algorithm 1) within the same
fog system, followed by mining and addition of the block into
the blockchain. An MV is associated with a single FS only.

3) Fog Server Registration Phase: This phase allows the
T R A to register a fog server (FS).

Step FS R1: FS picks its private identity as I DF and for-
wards it to the T R A via a secure channel. T R A picks its pri-
vate random secret f ∈ Z∗q and generates a timestamp RT S f .
T R A then computes the pseudo-identity RI DF = H (I DF ||
f || RT S f || prT R A) and the temporary identity T I DF =
H (RI DF || f || prT R A|| RT S f ). T R A sends RI DF , T I DF

back to the mobile vehicle MV via the secure channel.
Step FS R2: FS picks its private key prF and the cor-

responding public key as PubF = prF ·G. The FS then
publishes PubF as its public key and sends PubF to T R A
via a secure channel.

Step FS R3: T R A generates a private session key parameter
for FS as KF = H (RI DF || PubF || prT R A|| I DF || f ). T R A
then associates the FS with all its MV by generating an
association key KMVi ,F S j or retrieving the association key
from the blockchain if it already exists. It also generates
a timestamp T S f c and computes K ∗F = H (KF ||T S f c) ⊕
H (KMVi ,F S j || T I DF || RI DF ||T S f c) that hides the FS’s
contribution to the session key with MV .

Step FS R4: T R A creates a transaction T x j = �T I DF ,
K ∗F , E PubF (I DF , KMVi ,F S j , RI DF , T S f c)�, signs this trans-
action with its private key prT R A to obtain SigT x j =
EC DS A.sigprT R A (T x j ) and forwards �T x j , SigT x j � to a fog
server in the blockchain for mining. The leader fog server
creates an AuthCred block with its collected n f transactions,
executes the consensus algorithm (see Algorithm 1) within
the same fog system, followed by mining and adds the block
to the blockchain. An FS may be associated with multiple
MV s, and the different association keys for a given FS are
identified by the corresponding T I DM of the MV as stored
in the transaction.

D. Authentication Phase

In this section, we consider two types of authentication
mechanisms: 1) between an IoT smart device (SN) and a
mobile vehicle (MV ), called SNMV authentication and 2)
between a mobile vehicle (MV ) and a fog server (FS), called
MVFS authentication.

1) Authentication Between IoT Smart Device and Mobile
Vehicle: The following steps explain this phase (SNMV
authentication phase):

Step SN MV1: SN picks a private random secret iS ∈ Z∗q
along with a timestamp T SS . It computes the corresponding
public parameter as IS = H (iS|| T I DS N D || RI DS N D || prS||
T SS ) · G and a signature on the message as SigS = H (iS||
T I DS N D || RI DS N D || prS|| T SS) + H (RI DS N D|| PubS ||
T I DS N D || T SS) * prS (mod q). The sensor SN sends the
message MsgS M1 : �IS, T I DS N D , RI DS N D , T SS, SigS� to the
mobile vehicle MV .

Step SN MV2: The mobile vehicle MV receives the
message MsgS M1 at the time T S∗S and verifies the timestamp
as |T S∗S − T SS | ≤ �T. If it is verified as true, the signature

SigS is verified. The signature is verified as SigS · G
?=IS +

H (RI DS N D|| PubS || T I DS N D || T SS) ·PubS .
Step SN MV3: MV picks a private random secret jM ∈

Z∗q and a timestamp T SM to compute the public parameter
JM = H ( jM|| T I DM || RI DM || prM || T SM ) ·G. The
session key between the sensor and the mobile vehicle is
computed as SKMV S = H ( jM|| T I DM || RI DM || prM ||
T SM ) · IS . A signature is generated over the private random
jM and the session key as SigM = H ( jM|| T I DM ||
RI DM || prM || T SM ) + H (JM || SKMV S || T I DS N D ||
T SM ) * prM (mod q). MV picks a new temporary
session identity for the smart device T I Dnew

S N D ∈ Z∗q
and hides it by computing T I D∗S N D = T I Dnew

S N D ⊕
H (T I DS N D || SKMV S || T SM || SigM ). MV sends MsgS M2 :
�JM , SigM , T I DM , RI DM , T I D∗S N D, T SM � to SN .

Step SN MV4: SN receives the message MsgS M2 at the
timestamp T S∗M and verifies it as |T S∗M−T SM | ≤ �T. It then
computes the session key as SKS MV = H (iS|| T I DS N D ||
RI DS N D || prS || T SS) · JM and checks the signature SigM

as SigM · G
?= JM + H (JM || SKS MV || T I DS N D || T SM )

·PubM . If the signature verification is successful, then it
extracts T I Dnew

S N D = T I D∗S N D ⊕ H (T I DS N D || SKS MV ||
T SM || SigM ) and updates its current temporary identity
T I DS N D with new temporary identity T I Dnew

S N D . It then gen-
erates a new temporary identity for MV as T I Dnew

M ∈ Z∗q and
a timestamp T SS M . It hides T I Dnew

M as T I D∗M = T I Dnew
M ⊕

H (T I DM || SKS MV || T SS M) and computes the session key
verifier as SK VS MV = H (SKS MV || T SS M || T I Dnew

M ) and
sends the message MsgS M3 : �T I D∗M , SK VS MV , T SS M� to the
mobile vehicle.

Step SN MV5: After the timestamp is verified correctly as
|T S∗M − T SM | ≤ �T using MsgS M2 received at T S∗M , MV
extracts T I Dnew

M from T I Dnew
M = T I D∗M ⊕ H (T I DM ||

SKMV S || T SS M) and computes the session key verifier as
SK VMV S = H (SKMV S || T SS M || T I Dnew

M ). If the received
SK VS MV is equal to the computed SK VMV S , it stores the
session key SKMV S and updates T I DM with T I Dnew

M . SN
also stores the session key SKS MV in its memory for the later
communication with MV .

This phase is summarized in Fig. 3.
2) Authentication Between Mobile Vehicle and Fog Server:

This MVFS authentication phase establishes a session key
between a mobile vehicle (MV ) and its associated fog server
(FS) after mutual authentication upon retrieving the registered
credentials from the blockchain during registration process.

Step MV FS1: MV requests the fog server FS for
the transaction containing T I DM from the blockchain.
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Fig. 3. Summary of authentication phase between S N and MV .

FS retrieves and sends T xi = � T I DM , K ∗M ,
E PubM (I DM , KMVi ,F S j , RI DM , T Smc)� to the MV .

Step MV FS2: MV decrypts T Xi using the private key prM

to obtain �I DM , KMVi ,F S j , RI DM , T Smc�. It then generates a
private random secret uM ∈ Z∗q and a timestamp T Sm f 1, and
hides RI DM as RI D∗M = RI DM ⊕ H (KMVi ,F S j || T Sm f 1)
and computes UM = H (uM || prM || T I DM || T Sm f 1) · G.
T R A’s contribution to the session key for MV is extracted
from K ∗M as H (KM || T Smc) = K ∗M ⊕ H (KMVi ,F S j || T I DM ||
RI DM || T Smc). It is hidden as K h

M = H (KM || T Smc) ⊕
H (RI DM || T I DM || PubF || KMVi ,F S j || T Sm f 1). It computes
a signature over uM as SigM = H (uM || prM || T I DM ||
T Sm f 1) + H (T I DM || RI DM || PubM || PubF || H (KM ||
T Smc)|| T Sm f 1) * prM (mod q). MV sends the message
MsgM F1 = �UM , T I DM , RI D∗M , SigM , K h

M , T Sm f 1� to FS.
Step MV FS3: FS verifies the timestamp of the message

received at T S∗m f 1 as |T S∗m f 1 − T Sm f 1| ≤ � T. It extracts
RI DM from RI D∗M using association key KMVi ,F S j as
RI DM = RI D∗M ⊕ H (KMVi ,F S j || T Sm f 1). FS extracts
H (KM || T Smc) = K h

M ⊕ H (RI DM || T I DM || PubF ||
KMVi ,F S j || T Sm f 1) and verifies the signature as SigM ·G ?=
UM + H (T I DM || RI DM || PubM || PubF || H (KM || T Smc)||
T Sm f 1) ·PubM .

Step MV FS4: FS generates a timestamp T Sm f 2 if
SigM is verified to be correct. It retrieves the block
with transaction containing T I DF as T x j = �T I DF , K ∗F ,
E PubF (I DF , KMVi ,F S j , RI DF , T S f c)�. It uses its own pri-
vate key prF to decrypt and obtain �I DF , KMVi ,F S j , RI DF ,
T S f c�. The extracted RI DF is hidden as RI D∗F = RI DF

⊕ H (KMVi ,F S j || T Sm f 2). T R A	s session key contribution
for FS is extracted from K ∗F as H (KF ||T S f c) = K ∗F ⊕
H (KMVi ,F S j || T I DF || RI DF || T S f c) and hidden as K h

F =
H (KF ||T S f c) ⊕ H (RI DF || T I DF || PubM || KMVi ,F S j ||
T Sm f 2).

Step MV FS5: FS generates vF ∈ Z∗q and computes VF =
H (vF || prF || T I DF || T Sm f 2) ·G, the Diffie-Hellman type
key as DKF M = H (vF || prF || T I DF || T Sm f 2) ·UM and
finally the session key with MV as SKF M = H (H (KM||
T Smc)|| UM || VF || H (KF ||T S f c)|| DKF M ). A signature is
generated over vF as SigF = H (vF || prF || T I DF || T Sm f 2)
+ H (SKF M || DKF M || RI DM || RI DF || H (KF ||T S f c) ||
T Sm f 2) * prF (mod q). MV generates a new temporary
identity as T I Dnew

M ∈ Z∗q and hides it as T I D∗M . The message

MsgM F2 : �VF , SigF , T I D∗M , T I DF , RI D∗F , K h
F , T Sm f 2� is

then sent to the MV .
Step MV FS6: MV receives MsgM F2 at T S∗m f 2 and verifies

the timestamp as |T S∗m f 2−T Sm f 2| ≤ �T. It extracts RI DF =
RI D∗F ⊕ H (KMVi,F S j || T Sm f 2) and. T R A’s contribution
for FS is extracted as H (KF ||T S f c) = K h

F ⊕ H (RI DF ||
T I DF || PubM || KMVi ,F S j || T Sm f 2). It then computes the
Diffie-Hellman parameter DKM F = H (uM || prM || T I DM ||
T Sm f 1) · VF and the session key as SKM F = H (H (KM||
T Smc)|| UM || VF || H (KF ||T S f c)|| DKM F ). It then verifies

FS’s signature on MsgM F2 as SigF ·G ?= VF + H (SKF M ||
DKM F || RI DM || RI DF || H (KF ||T S f c)|| T Sm f 2) ·PubF .
If so, it extracts T I Dnew

M from T I D∗M and updates T I DM

with T I Dnew
M in its database.

Step MV FS7: MV creates a new temporary session
identity for FS as T I Dnew

F ∈ Z∗q and hides it as T I D∗F .
It then generates a new timestamp T Sm f 3 and computes a
session key verifier SK Vm f = H (SKm f || T Sm f || T I Dnew

F ).
The final message for this phase is sent from MV to FS as
MsgM F3 : �SK Vm f , T Sm f 3, T I D∗F �.

Step MV FS8: FS receives MsgM F3 at time T S∗m f 3, verifies
the timestamp by the condition: |T S∗m f 3 − T Sm f 3| ≤ �T and
extracts T I Dnew

F from T I D∗F . It then computes the session
key verifier as SK V f m = H (SK f m || T Sm f 3|| T I Dnew

F ). If the
computed SK V f m and received SK Vm f match, then it stores
SK f m in memory and updates T I DF with T I Dnew

F in its
database. MV then stores SKm f in memory as the session key
for further communication exchange between MV and FS.

The summary of the MVFS authentication phase is provided
in Fig. 4.

E. Secure Data Aggregation With Block Creation,
Verification and Addition in BC

This section provides a compendious presentation of the
creation of transactions by the T R A and the creation of blocks
by the fog server FS with the following steps.

Step BC FS1: The T R A creates transactions T xi =
�T I DM , K ∗M , E PubM (I DM , KMVi ,F S j , RI DM , T Smc)� and
T x j = �T I DF , K ∗F , E PubF (I DF , KMVi ,F S j , RI DF , T S f c)�
for the mobile vehicle MV and the fog server FS,
respectively, during registration as shown in Section IV-
C.2 and IV-C.3, respectively. T R A signs the transactions
with the ECDSA signature generation algorithm sig(·) using
prT R A as SigT xi = EC DS A.sigprT R A (T xi ) and SigT x j =
EC DS A.sigprT R A (T x j ). T R A sends �T xi , SigT xi � to the
FS associated with the respective MV and also sends
�T x j , SigT x j � to the registering fog server FS. It is to be
noted that only part of each transaction is encrypted.

Step BC FS2: The fog server FS verifies the signatures
SigT xi and SigT x j for T xi and T x j , respectively. If the
signatures are valid, the FS marks them as valid. After
the FS receives nm transactions from the T R A, it creates
a block Blockm with a message BlockMsgm = (T xi1
||T xi2 || · · · ||T xinm ) and a signature on the block as
SigprF (BlockMsgm). Similarly, after the FS receives n f

transactions from the T R A, it creates a block Block f with
the message as BlockMsg f = (T x j1 ||T x j2 || · · · ||T x jn f )
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Fig. 4. Summary of authentication phase between MV and F S.

and a signature on the block as SigprF (BlockMsg f ). Such
created blocks have the formats as shown in Fig. 5 with the
BlockType designated as “AuthCredm” and “AuthCred f ”
for mobile vehicles and fog servers, respectively. Once a
block is created by the fog server, the following tasks are
performed: a) the fog system executes a leader selection
algorithm to select a fog server as the leader using [45], and
b) a consensus algorithm is executed to validate the block
and add the block to the blockchain using Algorithm 1.

Step BC FS3: During the MV FS phase of the authenti-
cation scheme as shown in Section IV-D.2, the blockchain
is searched for the block containing the transaction with the
required T I DM or T I DF , and the AuthCred block is retrieved
from the chain and sent to the requesting entity. Based on this
retrieved block from the chain, the rest of the steps in the
MV FS phase proceeds. If the scheme succeeds in executing
all its steps, a session key is established between MV and FS.

Step BC FS4: The mobile vehicle MV collects sensitive
sensor data SN D AT A from the IoT smart sensor devices
SN corresponding to its associated zone in the farm field.
This data is encrypted by SN using the session key SKS MV

established in SN MV phase as shown in Section IV-D.1.
The encrypted data is sent to the mobile vehicle MVi . The
mobile vehicle MVi decrypts the data with SKMV S . MVi then
encrypts SN D AT A with SKM F and sends it to the fog server
FSj , which decrypts using SKF M .

Step BC FS5: The fog server FSj creates a transaction
T xd = �I DF , T SF , Zi , SN D AT A� for each received
sensor data SN D AT A and creates a “SensorData”
block Blockd as shown in Fig. 6 with the nd collected
transactions from BlockMsgd = (EncPubF (T xd1)||
EncPubF (T xd2)|| · · · ||EncPubF (T xdnd )) and a signature

Algorithm 1 Achievement of Consensus of the Blockchain
Input: Blockk : A full block with the structure as given in Fig. 5 or
Fig. 6 that is to be added to the blockchain, N f : Total number of
P2P nodes (fog servers) in the blockchain network where k = m for
Blockm or k = f for Block f or k = d for Blockd , Blockk has nm
or n f or nd transactions according to the block type being added
Output: Status of block commit operation
(Y E S/N O)

1: Select a leader F SL among the fog nodes
2: Set LimitV otes = 2 ∗ N f ault y + 1
3: All FogV otes ← NIL
4: F SL broadcasts Blockk to all fog nodes in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)

network
5: for each fog server node F S j in the P2P network do
6: Set Fog_V ote j = N O
7: Compute Block_Hash = H(Blockk)
8: if (Block_Hash = C B Hash) then
9: if (block signature is valid) then

10: Create Merkle tree root (MT RBlock) with nk transactions
from block payload

11: if (MT RBlock matches with the MT R in the block) then
12: Set Fog_V ote j = Y E S
13: end if
14: end if
15: end if
16: F S j encrypts Fog_V ote j using the public key PubFL of F SL

as ECC EncPubFL
(Fog_V ote j )

17: Add ECC EncPubFL
(Fog_V ote j ) to All FogV otes and send

it to F SL
18: end for
19: Set V oteCount ← 0
20: for each encrypted vote Vt reply in All FogV otes do
21: F Sl computes Vt = ECC DecprFL

(ECC EncPubFL
(Vt )),

where Vt = Fog_V ote j
22: if (Vt is valid) then
23: Set V oteCount = V oteCount + 1
24: end if
25: end for
26: if (V oteCount ≥ LimitV otes) then
27: F Sl adds block Blockk into its blockchain
28: F SL broadcasts block commit status as Y E S to the blockchain

network
29: Other peer fog nodes add the block into their blockchains
30: end if

on the block as SigprF (BlockMsgd). The BlockType is
designated as “SensorData”. After the creation of the block,
the fog servers in the fog system select a leader and
execute the consensus algorithm provided in Algorithm 1 to
validate the block and add it into the blockchain.

To analyse the storage space and communication cost,
the following notations are used. The identities and random
secrets are considered to be of 160 bits each. The length of
output of hash function, cipihertext block of “symmetric key
encryption/decryption using the Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES-128) encryption algorithm” are taken as 256 bits
and 128 bits, respectively. For public key cryptographic oper-
ations, the “Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC)” is chosen
such that 160-bit ECC provides the same security level as that
for 1024-bit RSA cryptosystem [46]. An elliptic curve point
A = (xA, yA) needs (160+160) = 320 bits, and the timestamp
requires 32 bits. To analyse the computational operations, the
following notations are also used. Th stands for the hash
operation performed using SHA-256 hash algorithm, Tecm
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Fig. 5. Structure of an AuthCred block Blockm or Block f in the blockchain.

and Teca represent the elliptic curve multiplication and addi-
tion, respectively. TSymmEnc and TSymm Dec denote the AES-
128 symmetric encryption/decryption operations, respectively.
TC K Df represents the cryptographic key derivation function,
which is considered as Tecm . The time for signature generation
using EC DS A is Th + Tecm while the verification time using
EC DS A takes 2Tecm + Teca + Th . The time TECC Enc for
ECC encryption takes 2Tecm + Teca , while the time TECC Dec

for ECC decryption needs Tecm + Teca operations. Addition-
ally, Tmul and Tadd represent “modular multiplication” and
“modular addition” over the finite field G F(q), respectively.

The size of AuthCred block as shown in Fig. 5 is computed
with the sizes of the components {BV erac, P B Hac,
BlockT ype, MT Rac, T Sac, OW Nac, PubT R A, PubF ,
{(T xi , EC DS A.sigT xi )}i=1,2,··· ,nm , SigprF (BlockMsgm),
C B H ash} as 32, 256, 32, 256, 32, 160, 320, 320,
1472 ∗ nm , 320, and 256 bits, respectively. Therefore,
the total size of AuthCred block becomes 1984 +1472nm

bits. Similarly, the size of AuthCred block for the FS point
of view shown in Fig. 5 is computed with the sizes of
{BV erac, P B Hac, BlockT ype, MT Rac, T Sac, OW Nac,
PubT R A, PubF , {(T x j , EC DS A.sigT x j )} j=1,2,··· ,n f ,
SigprF (BlockMsg f ), C B H ash} as 32, 256, 32, 256, 32,
160, 320, 320, 1472 ∗ n f , 320, and 256 bits, respectively.
Therefore, the total size of the AuthCred block becomes
1984 +1472n f bits for blocks with transactions from FS.
The size of SensorData block in Fig. 6 is computed with
the sizes of {BV erd , P B Hd, BlockT ype, MT Rd , T Sd ,
OW Nd , PubF , {(E PubF (T xd), EC DS A.sigT xd )}d=1,2,··· ,nd ,
SigprF (BlockMsgd), C B H ash} as 32, 256, 32, 256, 32,
160, 320, 640 ∗ nd , 320, and 256 bits, respectively, and the
total size becomes 1664 +640nd bits.

The proposed consensus Algorithm 1 is vote-based with
threshold in “Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)” as
described in [44]. A leader fog node broadcasts a block Blockk

to the follower fog nodes and collects their vote on its validity
for addition to the blockchain. Every fog server validates the
block hash, block signature, and Merkle tree root and prepares
its vote. The fog server encrypts its vote with the leader’s
public key using ECC encryption before sending the response
in the public channel. The leader decrypts each vote using
ECC decryption algorithm. If the vote favors block addition,
the leader increments the favorable vote count. The validated

Fig. 6. Structure of a SensorData block Blockd .

block is added to the chain when the total positive votes are
greater than the fault limit.

1) Computational Complexity: Any step in Algorithm 1 that
is directly linked to a change in the blockchain is considered
on-chain. If a block fails verification or does not receive the
required votes, it will not be added to the chain and thus,
it cannot affect the blockchain state.
• Off-chain: Steps 1 to 26 in the Algorithm 1 are exe-

cuted off-chain. The verification of the block hash requires
Th operations. The Merkle tree root contains Nk nodes and
takes O(log2 Nk) operations. Thus, the total computational
complexity for N f fog nodes is at least N f * (2Th + 5Tecm +
3Teca + O(log2 Nk)).
• On-chain: Steps 27 and 28 in the Algorithm 1 are

executed on-chain. Adding a block to the blockchain consists
of finding the most recent block and linking the new block
to the chain. As these steps take constant time, the on-chain
computational complexity is constant.

The total computational complexity is denoted and esti-
mated by Ccomp = N f * (2Th + 5Tecm + 3Teca +
O(log2 Nk )) + O(1).

2) Communication Complexity: The size of AuthCred block
is (1984 +1472nm) and SensorData block is (1664 +640nd)
bits. Note that 160*N f bits are communicated for the
encrypted votes from N f fog servers. Thus, The algorithm
uses N f * (1984 +1472nm) + N f (160) bits for communi-
cating the AuthCred block and N f * (1664 +640nd) + N f

(160) bits to communicate SensorData block.
3) Fault Tolerance: Let N f ault be the number of faulty

fog servers in a fog system with N f servers. A consensus
is reached even if only N f - N f ault servers communicate
among themselves. However, the unresponsive N f ault fog
servers might not be faulty, and the responsive N f ault fog
servers might be faulty. Even with these cases a consensus
is attainable if responses from the non-faulty fog servers
outnumber the responses from the faulty ones under the
condition N f - 2N f ault > N f ault i.e N f > 3N f ault . The
fog system achieves a consensus if the system has at least
N f = 3N f ault + 1 fog servers. Out of these, when 2N f ault

+ 1 servers reach a consensus, the fog system reaches a con-
sensus too. In other words, out of any number of N f servers,
if 1/3rd nodes are faulty, the consensus is declared for positive
responses from 2/3rd servers, that is, when positive votes
are 2(N f − 1)/3 + 1.

4) Blockchain Retrieval Time: Let lenBC be the length of
the blockchain at a time when the Big Data Centre requests
data from the blockchain. The blocks are traversed using the
previous block hash, which requires Th time to compute the
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block hash. Thus, the time to access the blockchain is given
by Th * lenBC .

5) Latency and Energy Consumption: The proposed con-
sensus algorithm does not solve any hashing puzzles. Instead,
similar to PBFT, it uses regular communication to reach a
consensus. It is highly efficient for small-scale networks. Let
Lblock be the transmission latency of broadcasting a new block
to all nodes, ET be the effective throughput, LV ote be the
transmission latency of vote responses, LV be the latency
of block verification, si zeblock is the block size, si zeV ote be
the size of a vote response message. Then the transmission
latency of block broadcast and vote responses are given as
Lblock = si zeblock /ET * N2

f and LV ote = si zeV ote/ET *
N2

f , respectively. If PT r is the transmission power, then the
energy consumption for transmission is given as PT r * (Lblock

+ LV ote) * N2
f = PT r * (si zeblock /ET + si zeV ote/ET ) *

N2
f . If PComp is the computational power, then the energy

consumption for computation is given as PComp * LV , where
LV is given as si zeblock /CapC PU , with CC PU being the CPU
capacity of the fog nodes. Thus, the total energy consumption
of one new block with the proposed consensus Algorithm 1
is given as PT r * N2

f * (si zeblock/ET + si zeV ote/ET ) +
PComp * N f * (si zeblock/CapC PU ) [47].

Remark 1: The issue of storing a huge amount of data
on the blockchain and its effect on retrieval time is related
to the problem of implementation of the hybrid blockchain
in the proposed scheme. Applying efficient data structures to
store the blockchain can lead to efficient retrievals. Merkle
tree can be implemented as B-Merkle tree using modified
polynomial commitment scheme with proofs based on element
ordering giving small proof sizes and low tree heights [48],
[49]. Tu et al. [50] suggests B+ tree to store the blockchain
keeping the transactions on leaf nodes and the indexes on
inner nodes. Redis Cache technology is used for fast indexing
of block files. Their proposed retrieval algorithm has better
retrieval efficiency. Feng et al. [51] proposed the more efficient
BB+ tree with Bloom filter for large blocks which improves the
retrieval time by roughly 40% and 43% using single and multi-
ple features, respectively. Thus, usage of such efficient methods
to store and retrieve from the blockchain will ensure that the
access of the hybrid blockchain during authentication does not
slow down the overall performance of the proposed scheme.

F. Dynamic Nodes Addition Phase

This phase is used whenever an IoT smart device is
corrupted or damaged and needs to be replaced with a
new node. The T R A registers the newly placed node, and
assigns the appropriate credentials consisting of identities, and
public-private key pairs required for authentication.

Step DN A1: T R A picks I Dnew
S N D , snew ∈ Z∗q , a registra-

tion timestamp RT Snew
S and computes the pseudo-identity

as RI Dnew
S N D = H (I Dnew

S N D|| snew|| RT Snew
S || prT R A) and

the temporary identity as T I Dnew
S N D = H (RI Dnew

S N D|| snew ||
prT R A|| RT Snew

S ). T R A picks the private key as prnew
S ∈ Z∗q

and the corresponding public key as Pubnew
S = prnew

S · G.
Step DN A2: T R A pre-loads SN with {(RI Dnew

S N D ,
T I Dnew

S N D), H (·), Eq(κ, μ), G, (prnew
S , Pubnew

S )}.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the security strength of the proposed scheme
is analyzed using the “Real-or-Random (RO R) model” [52]
and “Random Oracle Model (RO M)” [53] in formal security
analysis. In addition, the proposed scheme is proved to be
insusceptible to many widely known attacks with a non-
mathematical (informal) security analysis. The scheme is then
simulated for formal security verification under the widely
recognized “Automated Validation of Internet Security Pro-
tocols and Applications (AVISPA)” software validation tool
[54] to verify its safety.

A. Formal Security Analysis

In the proposed scheme, the IoT smart device SN and
the mobile vehicle MV that collects data from SN estab-
lish a session key SKS MV =(SKMV S) during SNMV phase
(see Section IV-D.1). The mobile vehicle MV and the fog
server FS to which the data is deposited establish another
session key SKM F = (SKF M ) during the MV FS phase (see
Section IV-D.2).

1) Random Oracle Model: We define the respective security
model based on the works by Bellare et al. [55] and Wu
et al. [56], for the proposed scheme through a sequence of
the interactive games between a challenger and an adversary.
We prove that the proposed scheme provides the session key
security against the adversary. For this purpose, the security
model to analyze AgroMobi Block is defined in the supple-
mentary material.

2) Provable Security: In this section, we now apply the
random oracle model discussed in the supplementary material
to prove that the scheme provides the session key security.

Theorem 1: Assume that a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) adversary A taking tp execution time attempts to
obtain the session key SKS MV (= SKMV S) established
between smart device SN and mobile vehicle MV during
the SNMV authentication phase, and the session key SKM F

(= SKF M ) established amid mobile vehicle MV and fog
server FS for a given session during the MVFS authentication
phase of the proposed AgroMobi Block. If qh, |H ash| and
AdvEC D D H P

A (tp) represent the “number of H ash queries”,
the “range space of a one-way collision-resistant hash func-
tion H (·)” and the “advantage in breaking the Elliptic Curve
Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem (ECDDHP)”, respectively,

then Adv
AgroMobi Block
A (tp) ≤ q2

h|Hash| +2 AdvEC D D H P
A (tp).

Proof: The proof of this theorem is provided in the
supplementary material. �

B. Informal Security Analysis

1) Replay Attack: The messages MsgS M1 , MsgS M2 and
MsgS M3 in SNMV phase and MsgM F1 , MsgM F2 and MsgM F3

in MVFS phase are transmitted through open channels,
whereas the timestamps T SS , T SM , T SS M are used in SNMV
phase and the timestamps T Sm f 1, T Sm f 2, T Sm f 3 are used in
MVFS phase. In addition, the random secrets iS , jM , uM and
vF , respectively, are used in the parameters IS , JM , UM and
VF sent through the above messages. The receiver verifies each
timestamp before processing the message contents. During
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signature verification, the public parameters consisting of the
random secrets are also verified. Due to this, the receiver can
immediately identify if an adversary A captures a message and
replays it. Thus, the proposed AgroMobi Block is resilient
against replay attack.

2) Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM) Attacks: In the SNMV
phase, any changes to the parameters IS , T I DS N D, and
RI DS N D in MsgS M1 , JM , T I DM , RI DM , and T I D∗S N D
in MsgS M2 , and T I D∗M and SK VS MV in MsgS M3 are easily
identified in the signature verification of SigS and SigM

or session key verification of SK VS MV as SK VMV S at the
receiver. Similarly, in the MVFS phase, any changes to the
parameters UM , T I DM , RI DM , and K h

M in MsgM F1 , VF ,
T I DF , RI DF , and K h

F in MsgM F1 , and SK Vm f in MsgM F1

can be easily identified in the signature verification of SigM

and SigF or session key verification of SK Vm f as SK V f m at
the receiver. Thus, MiTM attack is resilient in the proposed
AgroMobi Block.

3) Impersonation Attacks: Consider the assumption that an
adversary has intercepted the messages MsgS M1 , MsgS M2 and
MsgS M3 in the SNMV phase and MsgM F1 , MsgM F2 and
MsgM F3 in the MVFS phase. The following are the possible
impersonation attacks:
• IoT smart device impersonation attack: Consider that the

adversary A tries to impersonate the smart device SN in the
SNMV phase. It has to fabricate a fake message Msgadv

S M1
:

�I adv
S , T I Dadv

S N D, RI Dadv
S N D , T Sadv

S , Sigadv
S � for which it has

to generate I adv
S and the timestamp T Sadv

S . However, this
requires A to know the secrets iS , I DS N D , and s. Since these
secrets are never shared in any message, the IoT smart device
impersonation attack is not possible in the proposed scheme.
•Mobile vehicle impersonation attack: Consider that A tries

to impersonate the mobile vehicle MV in the SNMV and
MVFS phases. The adversary A requires the knowledge of
jM , I DM , and m to fabricate the message Msgadv

S M2
: �J adv

M ,

Sigadv
M , T I Dadv

M , RI Dadv
M , T I D∗adv

S N D, T Sadv
M � in SNMV

phase, and m, RI DM from T R A, uM , I DM from MV ,
along with K ∗M stored on the blockchain in order to fabricate
the message Msgadv

M F1
: �Uadv

M , T I Dadv
M , RI D∗adv

M , Sigadv
M ,

K h−adv
M , T Sadv

m f 1� leading to conclude that the proposed scheme
is resilient to mobile vehicle impersonation attack.
• Fog server impersonation attack: Consider that A tries to

impersonate the fog server FS in the MVFS phase. It has to
fabricate a fake message Msgadv

M F2
: �V adv

F , Sigadv
F , T I D∗adv

M ,

T I Dadv
F , RI D∗adv

F , K h−adv
F , T Sadv

m f 2� and requires the knowl-
edge of the private secrets f , RI DF from T R A, I DF , vF

from FS, along with K ∗F stored on the blockchain. Hence,
AgroMobi Block is resilient against fog server impersonation
attacks.

4) Privileged-Insider Attack: All the required secret creden-
tials during the registration of the IoT smart device’s I DS , s,
the mobile vehicle’s I DM , m, KM and the fog server I DF , f ,
KF are either pre-loaded into the memory of the corresponding
entity by the T R A or passed through a secure channel or
not used directly. Thus, AgroMobi Block is strongly resilient
against privileged insider attack.

5) Physical IoT Smart Device and Mobile Vehicle Capture
Attacks: An adversary A who captures an IoT smart device

SN can extract the information {(RI DS N D , T I DS N D), H (·),
Eq(κ, μ), G, (prS, PubS)} using power analysis attacks [57]
and timing attacks [40]. A compromised smart device cannot
affect the communication among the non-compromised smart
nodes as none of the devices share any secret credentials or
established session keys. Such a compromised node is replaced
with a new node using the dynamic node addition phase as
described in Section IV-F. Thus, AgroMobi Block is resilient
against the physical IoT smart device capture attack. The
adversary A cannot obtain any information from the captured
mobile vehicle’s memory as the blockchain stores its secret
credentials securely. Hence, a physical capture attack on a
mobile vehicle fails.

6) Ephemeral Secret Leakage (ESL) Attack: The session
key in the SNMV phase, SKS MV = SKMV S , depends both
on the temporal secrets iS and jM , and long term secrets
T I DS N D , RI DS N D , T I DM , RI DM , prS and prM . Similarly,
the session key in the MVFS phase, SKF M = SKM F , requires
the dependency on the short-term secrets uM and vF , and the
long term secrets KM , KF , T I DM , RI DM , T I DF , RI DF ,
prM and prF . We now consider the following two scenarios:
• If only the short-term secrets (iS , jM ) in the SNMV phase

and (uM , vF ) in the MVFS phase are compromised, the session
key SKS MV = SKMV S is still uncompromised as A does not
have access to the long term secrets (T I DS N D , RI DS N D ,
T I DM , RI DM , prS and prM ) in SNMV phase and (KM ,
KF , T I DM , RI DM , T I DF , RI DF , prM and prF ) in MVFS
phase. Moreover, the secrets KM , and KF are only used in the
hash computation and are never shared anywhere during the
registration or authentication phase.
• If only the long term secrets (T I DS N D , RI DS N D ,

T I DM , RI DM , prS and prM ) in SNMV phase and (KM ,
KF , T I DM , RI DM , T I DF , RI DF , prM and prF ) in MVFS
phase are compromised, the session key SKS MV = SKMV S

is still non-compromised as A does not have access to the
short-term secrets are (iS , jM ) in SNMV phase and (uM , vF )
in MVFS phase.

For the adversary A to succeed in the ESL attack, the
short-term and long-term secrets need to be compromised
together. The proposed AgroMobi Block is then strongly
resistant to ESL attacks under the CK adversary threat model.

7) Denial of Service (DoS) Attack: An attacker can launch
a DoS attack to impede access to a server. To launch a DoS
attack, the adversary accesses the server and consumes its
resources to render them unusable for any other purpose.
DoS attacks can be averted by preventing the adversary
from gaining access to the server. After receiving MsgM F1 ,
if verification of SigM fails at FS, the entity MV attempting
to access FS will be deemed as not authentic and access to
the fog server will be thwarted. Thus, AgroMobi Block is
resistant to DoS attack.

8) Advanced Persistent Threat: An adversary slowly
intrudes into the network to ex-filtrate specific targeted
sensitive data using techniques, such as malware, social
engineering, and zero-day vulnerabilities [58], [59], [60].
The proposed system uses the blockchain to actively store
the authentication credentials and sensor data in separate
blocks. The inherent capabilities of a blockchain including
tamper-proof storage, secure the stored data. In addition, the
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SensorData block stores the actual sensor data in an encrypted
format. With no access to the private key of the fog server,
the intruding group cannot access the sensor data as well.

9) Anonymity and Untraceability: The blockchain
inherently possesses the characteristics of anonymity
and untraceability on the data stored in the block. However,
the authentication process must also satisfy the anonymity
and untraceability properties separately. In the SN MV phase,
the messages MsgS M1 , MsgS M2 , and MsgS M3 use only the
temporary identities T I DS N D , T I DM and hidden T I D∗M ,
and the pseudo-identities RI DS N D , and RI DM instead of the
original identities I DS N D and I DM . Similarly, the MV FS
phase only uses the temporary identities T I DM and T I DF

with the hidden pseudo-identities RI D∗M and RI D∗F instead
of the original identities I DM and I DF . Thus, none of the
messages can be traced back to the original identities of
the sender. This preserves the anonymity of all the entities.
The untraceability feature makes the public details in the
messages unlinkable. Due to this, an attacker cannot obtain any
information from the traffic in the public channel. Since none
of the messages have any common contents, any parameters
of a message cannot be inferred from other messages.

VI. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION USING AVISPA:
SIMULATION STUDY

This section focuses on the simulation of the proposed
scheme (AgroMobi Block) using the widely regarded AVISPA
tool [54] that validates the protocol is safe or unsafe by consid-
ering two cases: Case 1– authentication between SN and MV
and Case 2– authentication between MV and FS. The simula-
tion results presented in the supplementary material illustrate
that the proposed scheme is safe against passive/active attacks,
like replay and man-in-the-middle attacks.

VII. COMPARATIVE STUDY

This section compares the performance of the proposed
AgroMobi Block on the costs of communication and compu-
tation for the SNMV authentication and key agreement phase
(Phase 1) and the MVFS authentication and key agreement
phase (Phase 2). These costs are studied against the schemes
developed by Ali et al. [9], Chen et al. [10], Chae and Cho
[11], Rangwani et al. [15], Wu and Tsai [16], Vangala
et al. [17], Bera et al. [18], Tian et al. [23], Shuai et al. [24],
Panda et al. [25], Eddine et al. [26], Fan et al. [27], Tomar
and Tripathi [28], Itoo et al. [29] and Jia et al. [30] along with
a thorough analysis of their security and functionality features.

A. Communication Costs Comparison

This section focuses on comparing the proposed scheme
with the existing schemes in terms of the amount of cost
expended in the communication of messages. The proposed
AgroMobi Block scheme takes 2848 bits for communication
in the SNMV phase and 4608 bits in the MVFS phase. Even
with the exchanged transaction data in the first message of
MVFS phase, the total communication cost only accounts
for 4608 bits, which is reasonably comparable with respect
to the other schemes. Table III compares the communication
costs during exchange of messages in the proposed scheme
(AgroMobi Block) and other existing schemes. It can be

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION COSTS

observed that AgroMobi Block takes comparable communica-
tion costs to achieve more security and functionality features.

B. Computation Costs Comparison

The proposed scheme is compared with the existing
schemes in terms of the amount of cost expended in the
computation of the operations involved in the scheme. We have
used the broadly accepted “Multiprecision Integer and Ratio-
nal Arithmetic Cryptographic Library (MIRACL)” [61] to
evaluate the execution time of various cryptographic primi-
tives. The experiments for each cryptographic primitive are
provided in the supplementary material.

The proposed AgroMobi Block scheme takes 6Th+
4Tecm+ Teca computation cost at the IoT smart node and the
same cost 6Th+ 4Tecm+ Teca at the mobile vehicle in the
SNMV phase. It takes 24Th + 8Tecm+ 2Teca + 2TECC Dec at
both the mobile vehicle and fog server in the MVFS phase.
Encryption and decryption do not lead to performance bottle-
necks as they are only performed by mobile vehicles and fog
servers, which are resource abundant. Encryption is only done
once for each one-time registration of MV and FS. Table IV
compares the computation costs during the exchange of mes-
sages in the proposed scheme (AgroMobi Block) and other
existing schemes. It can be observed that AgroMobi Block
takes a comparable computation cost to achieve more security
functionality features.

C. Comparison of Blockchain Features

This section gives a comparison of the level of involvement
of blockchain in the existing blockchain-based schemes. It is
observed from Table V that even though some schemes access
the blockchain during authentication to store public keys or
authentication messages, none of them used the blockchain
to store secrets during registration and later access them
during authentication, along with storing sensor data at the
same time. Our proposed scheme makes maximum use of the
single blockchain by using it in multiple phases and storing
credentials along with sensor data.

D. Discussion on Performance Analysis

AgroMobi Block has lower communication cost compared
to the schemes in [9], [10], [11], [16], [23], [24], and [25],
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION COSTS

and significantly lower computation cost compared to [11],
[15], [16], [25], [26], and [27]. Wu and Tsai’s scheme [16]
is a blockchain-based scheme, but it incurs a very high cost
for computation and communication, lacks dynamic node
addition, and is vulnerable to ESL and offline guessing attacks.
Rangwani et al.’s scheme [15] has low computation cost,
but it still lacks anonymity, untraceability, dynamic node
addition and blockchain support, and cannot resist ESL and
DoS attacks. AgroMobi Block achieves all the security and
functionality features with low communication and computa-
tion costs, which is not demonstrated in any of the compared
schemes.

VIII. REAL-TIME PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION USING

TESTBED EXPERIMENTATION

This section presents the environment of the real-time test-
bed experimental setup that implements the proposed model
with both the authentication and key agreement between a
sensor node and a mobile vehicle (SNMV Phase) and between
a mobile vehicle and its respective fog server (MVFS Phase) as
well as the registration phases as described in Section IV. The
detailed description of the setup is given in the supplementary
material. In addition, the experimental results for this imple-
mentation are also provided in the supplementary material.

IX. BLOCKCHAIN SIMULATION

As discussed in Section III, the simulations assume that the
fog servers associated with an agricultural field form a P2P fog
system that receive transactions from mobile vehicles. The P2P
fog system creates either an AuthCred block or SensorData
block to be added to the single hybrid blockchain. There are
11 fog servers assumed to be in a P2P fog system. One of the
fog servers, elected as the leader/miner/proposer in a round-
robin fashion, initiates the PBFT consensus algorithm [44]

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF BLOCKHAIN-RELATED FEATURES

for block creation, verification and inclusion into blockchain
as discussed in detail in Algorithm 1.

The blockchain simulations were performed on a server
platform having the environment: “CentOS Stream 8,
with 64 CPUs, each with 64-bit OS with Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Gold 6226R CPU @ 2.90GHz, 376 GiB RAM” using Node.js
language with VS CODE 2019 [62]. The purpose of this
simulation is to study the effect of an increase in the number
of fog nodes, transactions, and blocks over the computational
time.

In this simulation study, we have considered the synthetic
data only. The IoT smart devices send the sensing data securely
to their respective mobile vehicles and then the mobile vehicles
also send the data securely to their nearby fog servers. The
servers aggregate the genuine data as transactions, which are
used to form blocks. Therefore, we do not consider any real-
time agricultural-related data in this work.

The following scenarios are considered.
Scenario 1: Here, we measure the time to add a single

block and monitor its variation with the network size, that
is, the number of nodes in the network. We increase the
network size from 30 to 80 server nodes. The graph in
Fig. 7(a) depicts the relation between single block addition
time, that is, consensus time, with the size of the network.
The graph clearly shows that as the network size increases the
single block addition time increases significantly. A PBFT-
based voting mechanism requires more communication cost
of O(C N f ) where C is the number of messages exchanged in
the pre-prepare, prepare and commit phases executed by the
N f servers participating in the consensus [44]. More number
of nodes leads to increased time to reach consensus. This
cost is in addition to the communication cost computed for
Algorithm 1 in Section IV-E.

Scenario 2: Here, we measure the time to add a single block
and monitor its variation with the number of transactions in
a block. The network size is fixed to 80 server nodes and
the blockchain length is fixed at 100 blocks. The transactions
count is varied from 100 to 400 transactions per block. In the
graph in Fig. 7(b), it is clearly observed that an increase
in the number of transactions leads to an increase in the
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Fig. 7. Blockchain simulation results: (a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2 (c) Scenario 3 (d) Scenario 4.

consensus computational time. This is because as the number
of transactions in a block increase, each node in the P2P
network has to verify the signature, block hash and Merkle
tree root for the increased number of transactions adding to
the overall time taken by the consensus.

Scenario 3: This scenario measures the throughput of the
blockchain as the number of transactions processed per second.
This is obtained as the ratio of the number of transactions per
block to the average block time taken in seconds. Fig. 7 (c)
depicts the throughput of the blockchain with the increase in
the number of transactions per block from 100 to 450. It is
observed that the throughput increases when the number of
transactions per block is increased while the number of P2P
nodes and the number of blocks mined are fixed at 80 and
100, respectively. As the number of transactions per block
increases, the time taken to process each block also increases,
leading to higher number of transactions being processed per
second over the entire network.

Scenario 4: Here, the service time of a node in the
blockchain is the time that a node is busy in processing
the transactions of the block it received. A node places its
transactions in a memory pool. If a transaction of a block
being mined is unavailable in the memory pool, it requests the
network to obtain it. To obtain the service time of a mining
node, the ratio of the number of mining nodes to the time
to mine each block is divided by the number of transactions
per block. Fig. 7 (d) shows that the service time of the node
decreases as the number of transactions per block decreases.

In summary, a single block addition time, that is, consensus
time is dependent on the size of the P2P network, but not
on block size or blockchain length. Power consumption of
Algorithm 1 is directly proportional to the algorithm execution
time. Therefore, the blockchain simulation results show that
the execution time also directly reflect the power consumption
of the algorithm.

X. CONCLUSION

We designed a robust authenticated key agreement scheme
using a hybrid blockchain with the help of mobile vehicles for
a precision agricultural IoT network. The active blockchain is
accessed to extract credentials for key agreement between a
mobile vehicle and a fog server. Fog servers securely aggregate
sensor data that form blocks of transactions. Blocks are mined
with the help of a voting-based PBFT consensus mechanism.
Detailed security analysis and comparative study reveal that
the proposed scheme resists various attacks, offers more
functionality attributes, and has comparable communication
and computational costs to other competing schemes. Finally,

the real-time testbed experiments are performed to exhibit the
proposed scheme’s practical usage.
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